
“No poet has yet sung the full beauty of our poppy, 
no painter has successfully portrayed the satiny sheen
of it lustrous petals, no scientist has satisfactorily 
diagnosed the vagaries of its variations and adaptability. 
In its ab ndance this colorf l plant sho ld not beIn its abundance, this colorful plant should not be 
slighted: cherish it and be ever thankful that so rare a 
plant is common.”   John Thomas Howell
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California’s modern golden hillsides

Ground cover of European / Mediterranean bromes, oats, barleys, mustards



What was the indigenous herbaceous cover?

The furious pace of exotic annual invasions hampered scientific scrutiny because indigenous herb cover was already 
altered before the first botanists arrived in California ca 1850altered before the first botanists arrived in California, ca. 1850. 

Without constraint of empirical evidence at European contact, this led to a plethora of hypotheses. 
• Indigenous cover was perennial bunch grassland 
• Bunch grasslands converted to wildflowers and exotic grassland due to overgrazing
• Exotic annual grasslands are invasive species that outcompete native herbs

Consensus models on California grasslands have historically resorted to deductive historical scenarios based on spatial 
evidence (space-for-time substitution), beginning with “climax” and “relict” theory of Clements (1916, 1934). 

Modern computer similations that forecast future vegetation based on niche theory and global warming scenarios
are a throwback to Clementsian thinking. g



SHIFTING BASELINE SYNDROME
The choice of baseline affects the outcome of your story (Jackson et al. 2001)e c o ce o base e a ects t e outco e o you sto y (Jac so et a 00 )

• Defenders of the bunch grassland model claim that only observations of trained botanists (> 1860) have 
scientific merit (Clements 1934)

• But the first botanists saw biological invasions in progress.



HISTORICAL ECOLOGY

Ecology is a historical science, a seamless extension of the geosciences
and quaternary paleoecology (Jeremy Jackson et al. 2001 Science).

To enlarge spatial and temporal scales, it is vital to sacrifice precision 
and analytical elegance in ecology in order to buy time and analyze long-term 
ecological questions. 

Here we begin with the Spanish record (1769-1776)
Then follow withThen follow with 
• Gold Rush period (1840-1880)
• Flower reports from 20th century newspapers (1880 to present)
• Paleobotany of packrat middens and mammalian paleontology

THE GLOBAL HYPOTHESIS OF MY BOOK:

INDIGENOUS WILDFLOWER FIELDS WERE
DISPLACED BY INVASIVE ANNUALS

Distribution of the California prairiesDistribution of the California prairies



1.  Prehispanic herbaceous vegetation, 1769-1776

…as many as were the flowers we had been meeting 
all along the way [southern California], and on the 
channel [Santa Barbara plain], it was not in such plenty 
as here, for it is all one mass blossom, great quantities ofas here, for it is all one mass blossom, great quantities of
white, yellow, red, purple, and blue ones;…yellow violets
…,a great deal of larkspur, poppy and chia, and what 
graced the fields most of all was the sight of all the 
different sorts of colors together.

Juan Crespí (1769), Point Conception



The Spanish Record 

• Systematic survey of the state 
(mandated by the Viceroy of Mexico)

• Daily assessment of vegetation and other 
resources necessary for the establishment 
of a mission system (pasture, wood,
timber).  

• The Spaniards were the only people to• The Spaniards were the only people to  
write about California’s aboriginal 
landscape before the expansion of
invasive species.

• Spanish journals must be evaluated 
i th i hi t i l t tin their historical context. 

Pasture was described every day from San Diego to San FranciscoPasture was described every day from San Diego to San Francisco



Spanish observations and vocabulary on the vegetation were 
made by priests, but they were the educated scholars of the 
period. 

Baja California deserts:  Identification to genus, sometimes to 
species. 

Mediterranean vegetation: Identifications of trees species are 
accurate because they are congeners with Europe 
(riparian/conifer forest oak woodland)(riparian/conifer forest, oak woodland)

Descriptions of unfamiliar mediterranean shrublands are 
muddled.  Chaparral was avoided, an impedance to travel.

Coastal sage scrub: “Kitchen plants” (salvia, lavender, 
rosemary)rosemary). 

Arrowweed, Mexicali Valley



“Rosetta stone” for pasture in the Spanish journals

esteril— barren, sterile, not useful for livestock
trigo— wheat 
Centeno— rye

Words for bunch grass
Grama— bunch grass
Sabaneta— a species of bufo grass

Historians of Spanish texts translated pasto
and zacate as “GRASSLAND.”
(Bolton, many books; A.K. Brown 2001)



Southern California



OBSERVATIONS IN THE GROWING SEASONOBSERVATIONS IN THE GROWING SEASON
Crespí. Near Carlsbad.  “It is a pleasure to see how the fields are abloom everywhere,

Crespí. San Luis Rey.  “The entire way has been, like the preceding ones, very flowery.”

Anza San Jacinto Valley “All its plains are full of flowers ”Anza. San Jacinto Valley.  All its plains are full of flowers, …  

( f )Lasthenia gracilis (gold fields)



Font, Orange County plains.  “Among the infinite variety of flowers, such as tulips [California poppy]  and others 
of very diverse colors and very pretty…”



Crespí, Placentia. The entire countryside,…., is full of chia that is very good for refreshment, 
so much of it that I thought it impossible for the heathen folk, …..to gather even half of it.  
It was in bloom at present, purple-colored bloom. 

Salvia columbariae (chia)



Central CaliforniaCentral California



San Francisco Bay
and Montereyand Monterey



FONT Salinas Valley. “The road like all the rest is through pretty country,…flower-strewn,…fertile, 
beautiful, and splendid.”

FONT April 1, 1776.  Carquinez Strait, “the fields are…thickly covered with various wildflowers 
as those [areas] farther back ”as those [areas] farther back.  



Burns recorded in 1769



Santa Barbara Channel. Rivera y Moncadas, 1776. …in the country side [there has been] extreme need of
pasture for the animals all occasioned by the great fires of the gentiles who burn the fields as soon aspasture for the animals,…all occasioned by the great fires of the gentiles, who,….. burn the fields as soon as
they gather up the seeds,….. 



Central Valley barrens



CENTRAL VALLEY
Font, Antioch. a very sterile and dry plain

Muñoz (1806) E of Fresno All the country is worse than bad there is little pasturageMuñoz (1806) E of Fresno. ….All the country... is worse than bad….there is little pasturage.., 



Wildflowers in Chumash burials (Timbrook et al. 1982, Timbrook and Chapman 2007)

Amsinckia, Aster, Atragalus, Calandrinia, Camissonia, Chaenactis Cryptantha
Eschscholzia, Hemizonia, Heterotheca, Layia, Lepidium, Lotus, Lupinus,
Malva Phacelia Salvia SenecioMalva, Phacelia, Salvia, Senecio.

Redmaids, Calandrinia ciliataGilia angelensis



2.  California pasture and biological invasions in the mid-18th century (1840-1880)
The Great Central Plain of California, during the months of March, April, and May, was one smooth, continuous bed 
of honey-bloom, so marvelously rich that, in walking from one end of it to the other, a distance of 400 miles, 
your foot would press a hundred flowers at every step.

John Muir in 1868 



We encountered more than one forest
of mustard, … This plant has become…a 
terrible scourge for part of California. It 
invades the finest pasture lands andinvades the finest pasture lands, and 
threatens to spread over the entire 
country.

August Bernard Duhaut-Cilly in 1828

Black mustard
Brassica nigraBrassica nigra



Cronise 1868, "In no country are cattle raised at so trifling cost.  They get no shelter and 
no feed except the wild pasture of the mountain ranges."

Leonard 1959: 96.  San Juan “The wild cattle are…much wilder than deer, elk, etc. 
“These cattle incline much to rough and hilly parts of the country, owing, it is supposed, 
to the Spaniards and Indians hunting them when found in the plains.” 



Antelope

Elk

Deer



Half million cattle
and other livestock



Drought and livestock crashes

Drought in 1857, 1862-64



Wild horses



The onset of biological invasions in California recorded in mission bricks

Misión San Fernando Velicatá





Font, Jan 4 1775.  San Gabriel Mission: “there are many turnips [nabos], which from a
little seed which was scattered, took possession of the land.

Longinos-Martínez 1792 (Simpson, 34)  Mustard, a very common field plant.



Avena fatua (wild oat). Apparently not introduced by the Spanish missionaries, as generally assumed; 
it was not recorded in mission bricks until 1810. It was still expanding rapidly at San Francisco in the 1830s.it was not recorded in mission bricks until 1810.  It was still expanding rapidly at San Francisco in the 1830s.
Widespread along coast and floodplains in the interior by the Gold Rush.



Erodium cicutarium (filarie).  
Expanded throughout CaliforniaExpanded throughout California 
including the deserts before 1840.



Clovers. Trifolium and Medicago.  Mission bricks document the clovers.  Frémont’s observations
indicate they were widespread across California by the 1840s. 

Filarie and clovers coexisted with wildflowers



Hordeum murinum (wall barley). Recorded in mission bricks as early as 
1810. It was most common in degraded, overgrazed pasture.1810.  It was most common in degraded, overgrazed pasture.



LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTIONS, Southern California 

Revere 1847.  “In the plain itself, the richest and most brilliant wildflowers flourish which far transcends all art; 
All colors, all shades of colors, all hues, all tints, ….. 

Nemophila menziesii Amsinckia intermediaNemophila menziesii Amsinckia intermedia



J.F. James.  American Naturalist, 1879. “In… Los Angeles…the plains…hills, and valleys
are one mass of gorgeous, brilliant flowers…the Californian poppy,…in places where the ground
was plowed…they seemed like tongues of fire running over the ground.” 



Coastal central California

Wilkes (1845) Carquinez Straits that “the hills are thickly covered with wild oats; 

Frémont 1846 San Francisco.  “after the spring rains…the area is covered in grass….four or five varieties
of wild clover [and] wild mustard ten or twelve feet high.”



Central Valley
Frémont 1845. San Joaquin Valley near Kern R. “Instead of grass, the whole face 
of the country is closely covered with erodium cicutarium, here only two or three inches high.

Frémont 1848.  “The Sacramento bottoms were covered with oats.” 1844

Frémont 1848: 27. Butte County. "The range consisted of excellent grasses, wild oats in fields, 
red and other arieties of clo er "red and other varieties of clover…." 


